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Creating high frequency two-phase oscillations (HF-TPOs) remains an important goal in advancing

microscale fluidic logic devices, micro-mixers, micro-actuators, and flow controls. However,

thermally driven TPO frequency has been hindered by confinements of compressible vapor bubbles

and low thermal diffusivity in microfluidic systems. In this study, a mechanism creating high

frequency microbubbles growth/collapse cycle has been developed to achieve HF-TPOs.

A “microfluidic transistor” was conceptualized and fabricated to passively sustain and modulate

HF-TPOs. Three orders of magnitude higher TPO frequency has been achieved compared to TPOs

reported in literatures under similar working conditions. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745782]

The development of high frequency two-phase oscilla-

tions (HF-TPOs)1–3 is needed to advance ultra-efficient and

compact microfluidic controllers and actuators. The volume

flow rate of a thermally driven microbubble actuator, as

defined by Q ¼ 2DVfn,4 where DV is the volume difference

resulting from liquid and vapor transition and n is nozzle/dif-

fuser efficiency, can be linearly enhanced by simply increas-

ing TPO frequency, f. High frequency TPOs are most

commonly achieved through local microsecond heating

pulses with significant sacrifice of volumetric flow rates.1,5,6

The frequency of thermal driven TPOs is limited by slow

thermal diffusivity and confinements of compressible vapor

bubbles in micro-domains.7,8 Most flow boiling instabilities

are associated with TPO frequencies that range from 0.06 to

2Hz in the laminar flow regime.9,10 The key challenge to

produce and regulate HF-TPOs under a constant heat flux

working condition, the normal operating mode of the major-

ity of microfluidic devices, is the pronounced two-phase

instabilities in microfluidic systems. These severe two-phase

instabilities result from parallel channel instability and

upstream compressible volume instability and are characte-

rized by low frequency and large magnitude TPOs.10,11

Because of the high surface tension forces induced at both

ends of a confined bubble, as well as the low thermal diffu-

sivity in micro-domains, it is challenging to manage the bub-

ble growth/expansion rate or remove/collapse the confined

bubbles rapidly8 in micro-domains.

In this study, direct condensation was used to achieve

high frequency collapse of confined bubbles in microchan-

nels in a sustainable manner. The direct condensation pro-

vided a significantly enhanced thermal bubble actuation

mechanism under a constant heat flux and generated HF-

TPOs. The experimental microfluidic unit utilized was com-

prised of one cross-junction, two auxiliary channels and one

main channel as shown and described in Figure 1. This de-

vice was conceptualized and termed a “microfluidic transis-

tor,” analogues to an electric transistor since it can passively

sustain and modulate TPOs in microchannels. Fluid flows

driven by a pressure gradient in microfluidic systems have

been found to be analogous to electron transport in

circuits.1,2,6,12

In this study, fluid flows were represented as either in an

“on” or “off” state in a bubble logic device, which is

switched by a confined bubble. During flow boiling in micro-

channels, a bubble explosively grows and expands until it is

confined and shaped by solid walls. In this situation, a con-

fined bubble or vapor slug causes a sharp increase in the flow

resistance or system pressure drop, where the flow is nearly

blocked by the confined bubble (or vapor slug); this repre-

sents as an “off” state in the bubble logic.1 The flows are

switched to an “on” state when flow resistance is abruptly

reduced due to the rapid bubble collapse enabled by direct

condensation.

FIG. 1. The detailed structure of a test microdevice comprised of a micro-

channel array with microfluidic transistors. (a) The top-view of a microfludic

test chip. (b) An exploded view of auxilliary channels and main channels,

connected through cross-junctions highlighted by the blue dashed line. (c) A

scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a microfluidic transistor. (d)

The schematic mechanism of a microfluidic transistor.a)Electronic mail: li01@cec.sc.edu.
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A microdevice was fabricated to experimentally demon-

strate the actuation mechanism as illustrated in Figure 1. The

top view of the microdevice is shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).

Four ports (one for flow inlet, one for flow outlet, and two for

pressure measuring ports) were fabricated on a wafer. As an ob-

servation window, a 500lm thick Pyrex glass wafer was

bonded onto a 500lm thick silicon wafer substrate. A thin film

aluminum heater (10mm� 2mm, see Fig. S1 in supplementary

material15) was integrated on the backside of the silicon chip to

generate microbubbles at a constant heat flux (Figure 1(d)). The

dimensions (length, width, depth) of the main channels,

auxiliary channels, and restrictors were 10mm� 200lm

� 250lm, 5mm� 50lm� 250lm, and 0.4mm� 20lm

� 250lm, respectively. In order to trap bubbles and guide bub-

ble expansion direction in the auxiliary and main channels, con-

verging nozzles with 20lm throat (Figure 1(c)) and microscale

inlet restrictors (Figure 1(b)) were made in the auxiliary and

main channels, respectively. In this study, deionized (DI) water

was employed as the working fluid and supplied as a subcooled

fluid (50 �C to 60 �C) from inlet and then heated by the thin

film heater to generate bubbles in the microchannels.

In principal, the function of a unit cross-junction is the

same as an electrical transistor during high frequency bubble

growth and collapse (HF-BGC) cycles and termed a

“microfluidic transistor” in this work. A transistor has three

terminals: “gate”, “source”, and “drain”. The electronic car-

riers flow through the semiconductor channel from “source”

to “drain”, which was modulated by the current through

“gate”. Similarly, microbubble growth (Figures 2(b)–2(d))

and collapse (Figures 2(e) and 2(f)) cycles served as switches

in auxiliary channels in the experimental study. As shown in

Figure 2, HF-BGC cycles occurred in auxiliary channels and

resulted in an HF switch between “on” (Figures 2(a) and

2(f)) and “off” states (Figure 2(d)). Since bubbles in auxil-

iary channels were restricted by the converging-nozzles, they

only expanded back towards the inlet where the bubbles con-

tacted subcooled liquid and cause direct condensation, which

led to rapid bubble collapse (Figure 2(e)) in the auxiliary

channels. The pressure gradient established by the rapid bub-

ble collapse in the auxiliary channels, in return, pumped sub-

cooled fluid to the main channels through the “gate” (Figure

2(f)) via the nozzles. Introducing subcooled fluid into the

larger confined bubble trapped in the main channel resulted

in direct condensation, and hence, a rapid and complete bub-

ble collapse, which abruptly reduced the flow resistance and

amplified the flow rate through the main-channel (from

“source” to “drain”) as detailed in Figure 3.

A typical HF-BGC cycle in the main channel modulated

by a microfluidic transistor is illustrated in Figure 3. The

subcooled fluid pumped from upper auxiliary channel starts

to condense the confined bubble in the main channel through

the “gate” as shown in Figure 3 (at 0ms). Unlike the auxil-

iary channels, a confined bubble only expands downstream

in the main channels because of inlet restrictors. Once the

liquid in the upper auxiliary channel has drained, that auxil-

iary channel was blocked by a confined bubble and remained

in an “off” state, as shown in Figure 3 (at 3.2ms) until the

bubble collapsed. Moreover, a confined bubble in the lower

auxiliary channel collapsed due to direct condensation and

was in an “on” state (at 4.6ms) as shown in Figure 3, where

the confined bubble in the main channel started to deform

and shrink (at 4.6ms). Then, the additional fluid pulse

induced by the upper auxiliary channel (at 5.6ms) eventually

led to a complete collapse of the confined bubble in the main

FIG. 2. Visualization of a bubble growing/collapsing cycle in an auxiliary

channel at a volumetric flow rate of 11.2lL/s and an effective heat flux of

111.7Wcm�2 (for one micro fluidic transistor). White and dark areas indicate

vapor and liquid phase. (a) Single phase liquid flows in the auxiliary channel.

(b) A bubble nucleates on the wall. (c) The bubble explosively grows and is

confined. (d) Liquid thin film between a confined bubble and the solid wall is

drying out. (e) A confined bubble rapidly collapses when its front cap directly

contacts with subcooled liquid and results in a bubble shrinkage and collapse.

(f) A fluid flow from the auxiliary channel is jetted into the main channel by

the pressure gradient established from the rapid bubble collapse (enhanced

online) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745782.2].

FIG. 3. Visualization of a detailed bubble growth/collapse cycle modulated

by a microfluidic transistor at a mass flux of 150 kgm�2 s�1 (volumetric flow

rate at 7.5lL/s) and heat flux of 184Wcm�2. Arrows show the flow direc-

tions. The whole cycle was self-sustained under a constant heat and mass

flux (enhanced online) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745782.1].
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channel near the “gate” area within 1ms, illustrating the

microfluidic transistor modulation control. The function of a

microfluidic transistor was experimentally demonstrated

through a whole BGC cycle in the main channel.

A transient flow resistance model during a TPO cycle in

a microchannel was developed in this study to capture the

primary features of microbubble-switched oscillations as

illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Flow resistance, R, is defined

as pressure drop per volume flow rate (Pa Sm�3). Rather

than focusing on understanding bubble dynamics at a com-

ponent level, this modeling as shown in Eq. (1) aimed to out-

line the mechanism of the HF-TPOs at a system level. Since

Reynolds number, Re, is less than 2300 in this study, the

Hagen-Poiseuille law was employed to estimate the single-

phase flow resistance, denoted as, R1h, for an “on” state as

shown in Figure 2(a). Modified model of Choi et al.13 was

adopted in this study to estimate the additional hydraulic re-

sistance resulting from confined bubbles, R2h. This state is a

short intermediate state between “off” and “on” states as

shown in Figure 2(c). Then the thin liquid film between the

confined bubble and solid wall was assumed to keep evapo-

rating until the confined bubble eventually attaches to solid

wall (i.e., drying out) as shown in Figure 2(d). Thus the sur-

face tension forces induced on both ends of the bubble result

in additional flow resistance, R3h, which could turn “off” the

channel until the confined bubbles collapse.

RðtÞ ¼

R1h; t ¼ t0
R1h þ R2hðtÞ; t0 � t � t1
R1h þ R3hðtÞ; t1 � t � t2
R1h þ R3hðt2Þ; t2 � t < t3

:

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

(1)

R(t) is a non-linear transient flow resistance during a period

of BGC as plotted in Figures 4(b) and 4(c). See Figure 4(e)

for the descriptions of the cycle time periods. A numerically

fitted function RðtÞ ¼ R1h þ R3hðt2Þ=ð1þ ae�btÞ was used to

estimate the transient flow resistance of microbubble-

switched oscillations using the least square curve fitting

method to estimate coefficients a and b from regression anal-

ysis of flow resistances (see supplementary material15). This

system-level lumped model was sketched in Figure 4(a). The

flow resistance from a restrictor (refer to the detailed struc-

ture in Figure 1(b)), R1, which was designed to prevent the

reverse flow in main-channels, was assumed to be a constant

during the HF oscillations due to the high-aspect-ratio geom-

etry of the restrictor.14 As shown in Figure 4(a), each switch

unit was expressed by the non-linear function RðtÞ with cor-

responding coefficients during HF-BGC cycles. Because of

the rapid bubble collapse in the main-channel, flow resistance

R3ðtÞ from “source” to “drain” was reduced in a short

time, which can be estimated by Bernoulli’s equation,

pgate � pbubble ¼ qðv2j � v2s Þ=2, where, q is the liquid density,

vj is the jetting fluid velocity, and vs is bulk fluid velocity in

auxiliary channels. To simplify the HF-TPO model during a

typical BGC cycle, the time for the ultrafast bubble collapse

cycle was neglected due to its much shorter duration (e.g.,

less than 0.2ms) compared to the total cycle duration,

approximately, 5ms, according to experimental data. As a

reference pressure, outlet pressure is assumed to be the con-

stant environment pressure. High frequency low amplitude

TPOs caused very small measured fluctuations (<2%) in inlet

pressure. Numerical simulation and experimental data of sys-

tem pressure drop are compared and plotted in Figure 4(d).

Numerically fi�ed

FIG. 4. HF-TPO model and experimental

measurements. (a) A lumped system

model. R21 and R22 are transient flow

resistances in auxiliary channels as illus-

trated in (b) and (c) (the unit of R reads as

“Pa sm�3”). R1 and R3 denote flow resist-

ance from a restrictor and the cross junc-

tion (i.e., from “source” to “drain”),

respectively. (b) Periodic flow resistance

in auxiliary channels during HF-TPO

cycles within a period Dt. (c) Periodic

flow resistances during a BGC cycle in

auxiliary channels were predicted by

physical models and numerically fitted by

a logistic function, where Dt1 ¼ t1 � t0,

Dt2 ¼ t2 � t1, and Dt3 ¼ t3 � t2 denote

the bubble growing time prior to attach-

ing on walls, the duration for liquid film

evaporating, and the time of a bubble sus-

taining and collapsing, respectively. (d)

Pressure drop oscillations around mean

value in the main channel were measured

by transducers at 1 kHz sampling rate and

predicted numerically at the heat flux of

125W/cm2 and mass flux of 258 kg/m2�s.
(e) TPO frequency measured by a high-

speed camera ranges from 134Hz to

613Hz under various heat and mass

fluxes and were compared with data on

flow oscillations from other researchers

(see Refs. 9 and 10).
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The test results were summarized and also compared

with reported data from other researchers on flow oscilla-

tions in confined micro-domains.9,10 The frequency of BGC

cycles in the auxiliary channels were predicted by the model

to be approximately 123Hz at a heat flux of 125W/cm2 and

mass flux of 258 kg/m2�s, which is approximately three

orders of magnitude higher than TPO frequencies reported

for microdevices.7,8 An interesting phenomenon observed

was that the switching motions from two auxiliary channels

were alternating, which further improved the frequency of

the bubble-switched oscillations in the main channel because

of superimposition effects. The overall TPO frequency in the

main channel was approximately 246Hz according to nu-

merical simulations, which is approximately doubled and

agrees well with the experimental measurement of 240Hz

(Figure 4(d)). Great agreement implies that the major charac-

teristics of the proposed HF-TPOs and microfluidic transis-

tors were captured well.

In this letter, a parametric study was also conducted to

assess the impacts of mass fluxes and input heat fluxes on the

TPO frequency. The overlapped curves under various mass

fluxes clearly indicated that the mass flux has not shown sig-

nificant impacts on the TPO frequency. The TPO frequency

was observed to increase with input heat flux, which suggests

a strong dependence on the input heat flux. The increase of

nucleate boiling and evaporation heat transfer rates with

increasing heat flux is believed to be the primary reason to

induce a higher bubble growing rate and hence a high TPO

frequency.

In summary, an HF microbubble-switched oscillation

mechanism has been conceptualized and experimentally

demonstrated, which can be passively sustained and modu-

lated by microfluidic transistors. A lumped model of HF-

TPOs was developed and captured the major physical

cycles of HF-TPOs. Efficiency of the mass and heat trans-

fer in microfluidic systems would be dramatically

enhanced because of the strong mixing introduced by HF-

TPOs in micro domains, which holds promise to further

advance high heat flux thermal management technologies

as well as highly efficient and compact reactors and heat

exchangers. Additionally, HF-TPOs have great potential

to develop high performance chip-scale bubble-driven

actuators.
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